## BOTTLED WATER SERVICES

### ITEM DESCRIPTION | UNIT of MEASURE | UVic Program Unit Price | Employee Home Program Unit Price
--- | --- | --- | ---
Bottled Water: | | | |
Spring | 18.9 L | $4.90 | $6.50
Distilled | 18.9 L | $4.90 | $6.50
Purified | 18.9 L | $4.90 | $6.50
Premium Filtered | 18.9 L | $4.90 | $6.50
Cups: | | | |
5 oz. Flat Bottom (waxed) | 100/sleeve | $5.95 | $5.95
4 oz. Cone (paper) | 200/sleeve | $5.95 | $5.95
Dispenser | n/c | n/c |
Bottle Deposit (refundable) | each | $10.00 | $10.00
Cooler: | | | |
Cook and Cold (own after 60 months) | each per month | $10.00 | n/a
Cook and Cold | each per year | $50.00 | $75.00
Cook and Cold | each outright purchase | $250.00 | $250.00
Hot and Cold (own after 60 months) | each per month | $10.00 | n/a
Hot and Cold | each per year | $50.00 | $75.00
Hot and Cold | each outright purchase | $350.00 | $350.00
Ceramic Non-Refrigerated Dispenser | each per month | $8.00 | $8.00
Ceramic Non-Refrigerated Dispenser | each per year | $50.00 | $50.00
Ceramic Non-Refrigerated Dispenser | Each outright purchase | $100.00 | $100.00
Maintenance & Cleaning | as required | n/c | n/c
Coolers Exchanged | semi-annually | n/c | n/c
Installation | upon request | n/c | n/c
Delivery | as required | n/c | n/c
Set-up | as required | n/c | n/c

NOTE: Above prices are exclusive of GST and PST.